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Our responses to current challenges
The tasks facing us and our partner companies in the mail and hygiene sector are
currently immense. The pandemic-related
effects are reflected in material shortages
and sharply increased raw material prices.
Delivery problems for components are
also making work difficult for us at W+D,
but we are confident that we will be able
to absorb these issues by long-term planning based on early customer orders.

In Mail Solutions, we have now designed the navigation

The shortage of personnel in the manufacturing industry, on the other hand, is a
factor that has been looming for years. In
this case, we offer you good solutions to
secure your production and reduce production costs with our highly productive
equipment, which requires fewer and, at
the same time, less-trained personnel.
Another major topic at the moment deals
with climate protection and sustainable
production. W+D already meets several
UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs): In all new investments, we look
for energy-saving and sustainable solutions (SDG 07); for example, the filter for
the new laboratory machine (see page 9)
is based on low-energy technology. W+D
offers its own vaccination and health
programs to its employees (SDG 03) and
is known regionally as one of the top
companies in vocational training (SDG
08). Furthermore, if you look at the productivity and longevity of our machines,
we at W+D have always had a pretty good
energy balance.
We also want to convey positive energies to you with the fresh, new layout
of InFocus, which we have modernized
together with our website as part of our
new brand identity. Enjoy your reading!

function in such a way that you can get to the appropriate W+D machines and other categories from any point.
To this end, the Applications, Technologies and Products
subpages are extensively interlinked:

New: Direct contact persons
In addition to a simplified, clear structure, you will also
find significant improvements in the findability of W+D
contacts in Quality Services. Here, you can now find
direct contacts for the individual areas of Spare Parts,
Customer Service, Digital Solutions and Modifications for
all regions we represent:

Try it out
right now.
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verting machine platforms and yield the same net

improvements like dryer chain runout and care-free

output with higher print and fold quality as envelope

gummers as well as a new level of intuitive operator

manufacturers may seek a new lower-cost sustainable

ease of use.

business model. The first 628 BC machine is already

W+D introduces the new W+D 628 BC – 900 EPM
blank-fed machine with 2/1 servo flexographic printing

scheduled for shipment to the US in November 2022.

How the new W+D 628 BC fits with your
recent market realities
/ For short to medium job lengths this is now W+D‘s
most flexible and productive blank-fed envelope
machine for 2/1 flexo as well as litho convert jobs.

After the successful rollout of our new easier-to-operate W+D 628 RC (web) and 628 C (litho convert
only) envelope machine platforms which replace the W+D 627 model line, W+D is now presenting a
new 628 BC (print+convert) machine configuration.

new level of operational simplicity as well as waste

maximize machine efficiency and uptime. Now you

and energy reductions not found on the discontinued

may run at the highest machine speeds more complex

627 models.

envelopes over all shifts.

printer/converter.

paper specs, complete cut, very tight flexo print reg-

efficient on job changeovers plus an even more dra-

ister, and optional flexo dryer capabilities.

TED-C shape-cut type work that qualifies for the
current USPS 4% promotional postage discounts and

this one machine and all the resources and obsole-

die-cutting blanks off press and feeding guillotine cut

scence risks associated with these legacy machines.

sheets vs PHP high die-cut blanks.

W+D sponsors
Inkjet Summit and
AMPLIFY
W+D North America has signed on as a sponsor for the

High output with less labor skills

Inkjet Summit in April in Austin, Texas/USA and AMPLIFY

The market for short to medium run-length sheet-fed

in June in Minneapolis, MN/USA. This marks the first

litho convert and flexo continues to grow in the direct

return in two years for W+D to a major direct mail trade

mail mix. The W+D 628 BC blank-fed model with its

event in the US.

speed, product flexibility, new ease of operation, and

W+D will also exhibit at Printing United later this year

In addition, the 628 platform also has an increased

printing and folding efficiency is well suited to replace

in October with the first US showing of the new

maximum paper thickness capability further expanding

two to three legacy W+D 527 or FL Smithe RA con-

W+D BB1000.

range of papers to be printed at the fastest speeds.

system the 628 BC will be able to produce USPS

will allow further workflow reductions of bypassing

change plate cylinder sleeve technology as used in the
have a new optional dryer capability to assist for more

/ Also, with the standard complete-cut magnetic die

/ Replace at least 2-3 W+D 527 or FL Smithe RA‘s with

These inline flexo print units utilize the same quickW+D 201 and 410 Easy Enveloper models and will also

/ Run a more expanded envelope range with thicker

(1997-2003) the new 628 is a whopping 50% more

cantly with new automated flexo and folding design

over and easier to operate 2/1 servo flexo print units.

/ Additionally, this machine model is fully supported by

integral part of the W+D 628 product development to

/ Reduce start-up and running paper waste signifi-

model W+D’s most productive and efficient blank fed

with a basic level of W+D operator training at startup.

and support system that has been designed as an

chines versus new W+D 628.

fed version that now incorporates all-new fast change-

of skills required to operate at the highest efficiency

operation but more importantly, offers an entirely

you to understand when evaluating used 627 ma-

print decks is also another option that will make this

performance efficiencies: Hiring flexibility in terms

more efficient than the newest W+D 627 models in

energy improvements. These are important facts for

The W+D 628 BC is a 900 envelope per minute blank-

sign features now give you greater labor and machine

W+D with an advanced in-person and remote training

matic difference in the ease of use and waste and

this platform‘s product range. Auto wash-up of color

HMI and new flexo as well as folding automation de-

The new W+D 628 model platform is about 10%

/ When compared to older generation 627 models

Flexo print at a new level

/ Labor skills reduction with the proven „Easy Enveloper“
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Data-Mail expands direct mailing with four of the
latest W+D BB820 inserting machines and another
W+D 628 envelope machine

Runbeck Election Services invests in latest
W+D envelope converting technology for Vote
by Mail Services

Data-Mail Inc., Newington, CT, one

mers simply cannot afford to wait. We must be able to

of the nation‘s largest and leading

respond quickly, on a variety of paper stocks and mail

full-service direct mailing companies

piece configurations – and do so at scale – which makes

process by partnering with cities, counties and up to 22 states to provide a trusted election

in the United States, recently had four

W+D a strong partner.”

experience for almost 40% of voters nationwide.

new intelligent W+D BB820 inserting
systems installed. Data-Mail also ordered the latest
W+D 628 RC as a user-friendly web envelope converting
machine together with the award winning 201 CI inline
flexo press for four color process work and additional

Since 1972, Runbeck Election Services has preserved the integrity of the US American democratic

The new W+D BB820 intelligent inserter is capable of up
to 20,000 pieces per hour and the 628RC envelope converter is capable of up to 72,000 #10 envelopes per hour
(1,200 epm) with high quality 4/1 flexo printing that incorporate new advance IR and LED UV drying capabilities.

Runbeck has recently purchased two W+D 410 Easy

highest level of customization and chain of custody

Envelopers to bring all of the company’s vote-by-mail

compliance for their requirements. This can include

services within their production facility. With the addi-

envelope sizing and now, the integration of mecha-

tion of this new envelope converting machinery, Run-

nisms giving voters the ability to fully track their return

inserters and the fourth W+D envelope converting ma-

TJ Smith, Data-Mail’s Director of Print Services, is quick

beck will be able to oversee each step in the process of

envelope as it travels through the USPS system to its

chine in less than four years.

to point out that “it is not just about potential hourly

producing vote-by-mail packets for their customers.

final destination,” adds Dandurand.

productivity, it is also about execution meaning net pro-

“Envelopes are a critical part of the vote-by-mail pro-

Runbeck already invested in additional election tech-

cess, whether we are mailing a ballot to a voter, or a

nology equipment in 2020 with the purchase of 11 new

voter is mailing their completed ballot for tabulation.

W+D BB700 S2 high-speed inserters to supplement the

We are pleased to be able to bring this final piece of

five inserters already in operation. With this equipment,

the process under our control for the first time in our

Runbeck was able to quadruple their production capa-

company’s history,” said Bryan Dandurand, Vice Presi-

city to 1.5 million ballot packets per day to accommodate

dent of Operations at Runbeck.

the increased demand.

UV LED varnish. The purchases mark a doubling of W+D

Scott Braunstein, Data-Mail’s Senior Vice President,
notes “today’s turbulent market conditions demand great
performing converting and inserting solutions as custo-

duction through ease of use, lower waste and production
support that further drives our partnership with W+D.”

“We work with so many jurisdictions across the country,
and they each have their own specifications for envelope and ballot design. Purchasing these converting
machines will allow us the technology to provide the

W+D BB820

Imprint
Winkler+Dünnebier GmbH · Sohler Weg 65
56564 Neuwied · Germany
t. +49 2631 840 · info@w-d.de · w-d.de
Responsible: Frank Eichhorn, Managing Director
Editor: Kerstin Zander
Layout, Printing: Typo-Schlick GmbH
Photos: Winkler+Dünnebier, iStock, DataMail, inkjet summit,
Runbeck, C. Wilke, Amplify

You can object to further promotional mailings from us at any
time by writing to the above postal or e-mail address.
The contact details of our data protection officer and further
information on the topic of data protection at W+D can be
found at w-d.de.
W+D 410 Easy Enveloper
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The new W+D 202 RE with 1,750 envelopes/minute:
now with additional packaging module

W+D BICMA flexibly adapts to current
sustainability trends and the requirements
of the hygiene market

Exciting new products often develop from a customer

envelopes per hour over an eight-hour work shift,“ he

visit, sometimes even becoming the new standard. We

explains further. „Fortunately, W+D found a suitable

are talking here about the further developed W+D 202 RE,

wrapping module in the Jomet packer, which was quickly

The market for disposable hygiene products is currently changing rapidly

which can be ramped up to 1,750 epm – a new milestone

tested and technically adapted to the new W+D 202 RE.“

and W+D BICMA is naturally adapting flexibly to this situation. Our team is

The wrapping module can divide units of 500 and 1,000

currently working on innovative solutions to replace plastic and reduce

in envelope production.
The customer in this case was the Mayer Group in Heil-

envelopes fully automatically and pack them directly into

bronn Germany. „We asked W+D if they could signifi-

cardboard boxes, which are then sealed with hot glue.

cantly increase the previous limit of 1,600 envelopes

The envelope bundles can optionally be rotated 180 de-

per minute on the 202 RE,“ Thomas Schwarz, Managing

grees by the packer so that their seal flaps face upwards.

Director of the Mayer Group, says, recalling the meeting

The envelope formats that can be processed range from

„It started with last year‘s introduction of our innovative

setting up a completely new R&D area with its own

in February 2020. „Shortly thereafter, the W+D engineers

C6 to C5 or from 90 to 229 mm in height and from 162

Green Manta concept to eliminate plastic in single-wrap

laboratory machine. With this professional equipment,

agreed that they could make the new production speed

to 240 mm in length, with a grammage of 75 to 80 g/m².

products,“ explains Marc Wolpers, Vice President Sales

W+D BICMA can offer high-speed testing for new ma-

Initial installations and increased demand

and Market Development Hygiene Solutions at W+D

terials to interested customers and raw material sup-

BICMA. „This concept is available as a retrofit for all our

pliers. The laboratory facility is scheduled for completion

existing machines and has met with great interest from

in the first half of 2023.“

possible with, among other things, the latest servo drive
technology and numerous hardware and software adaptations – so we ordered two W+D 202 REs right away.“
The other new features of the machine were also convincing: simple and fast operation due to the job memory,

This packer will soon be added to the first machine, while
the second machine with packer was accepted as a total
system by Mayer in Neuwied at the end of February (see

waste in production and packaging.

our visitors at INDEX and HYGIENIX.“

end of March. Other companies have also recognized

Femcare and Light Inco with new to-go
solutions

the added value of the machine with packer and have

Another good example of these efforts is a newly intro-

followed suit. W+D has already received further inquiries

duced concept from W+D BICMA for packaging small

and orders, some of which cannot be delivered until next

quantities of three to six folded, unpackaged Femcare

year.

or Light Inco products. These products are packaged

The Jomet packer is distributed exclusively by W+D.

in a compact, resealable packet similar to that used

Your W+D contact will be happy to answer any que-

for tissues. The packet can be made of PE, bio-film or

„However, it quickly became clear that our staff would

stions you may have about the W+D 202 RE and the new

suitable paper. By eliminating the need for the indivi-

not be able to physically keep up with the increased

packer.

dual packaging of products, this solution significantly

which means that even inexperienced personnel can
work with it highly productively, format changeovers in
half the time, a revised final folding station, and other
features. According to Thomas Schwarz: „Since last fall,
the first of the two envelope systems has now been
running to our satisfaction at our plant in Poland.“

New Jomet packer as the ideal complement

machine speed and associated output of up to 105,000

From the left: Thorsten Jost (W+D), Thomas Schwarz,
Klaus Hennig and Carsten Tiedemann (Mayer Group),
Harald Groß (W+D)

photo) and will be installed in Torgau, Germany, at the

reduces the amount of packaging material.

New laboratory machine for testing bio-based
materials
In the future, W+D BICMA would like to further push
its own research and development, as well as its cooperation with customers and raw material suppliers.
One of its focuses in this aim will be the replacement
of classic synthetic materials with new, sustainable
plant-based solutions. „BICMA has been investigating
and testing new bio-based materials for many years,“
explains Marc Wolpers. „Now that the BICMA operation has moved from Mayen to the W+D headquarters
in Neuwied, we will intensify our activities in this area by

He continues: „We are currently combining all our
activities under one roof in Neuwied and intensifying
the exchange within the BW Converting Group, which
will create synergies in engineering, manufacturing,
assembly and service between our business units.“ „You
can therefore expect more news and innovations from
W+D BICMA in the near future.“
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W+D BICMA satisfied
with first in-person events
of the hygiene industry

Handkerchief machine:
70 % reduction in changeover time thanks to new
quick-change unit

Two becomes one

Before everything stops
working: replace operation controls early

Our W+D Modernization Team has succeeded in linking
the conversion of control and drive systems in a highly
efficient manner. State-of-the-art technologies will be
used in the individual systems, which will be linked to-

With our participation in MIAC, INDEX, OUTLOOK and
HYGIENIX, we were pleased to finally have the opportunity to have face-to-face meetings with our customers
and business partners again in the fall of 2021.

New products to avoid plastic

gether by the highest level of engineering.
In order to meet the needs of the increasingly frequent
pack size changes in handkerchief production, high
flexibility in sheet count within the single packs is
required.

Although our HMI operator panels are a reliable technology, they may show increased failures over the years.

Step by step, we will further refine these development

Plan now to replace your HMI operation controls with

stages in the coming months with the intent of imple-

our new W+D HMI pushbutton stations to avoid machine

menting technological integration in individual W+D

downtime! The new HMI control panels offer not only the

machine types.

familiar ease of operation of our latest machine types, but

We presented our Hygiene Solutions in a new design

also greater clarity.

at our INDEX booth, thereby reinforcing W+D BICMA

We are currently offering you the opportunity to replace

as the hygiene brand of W+D. Among other things,

all of your machine‘s HMI displays at a low cost until

the 3D-printed model of our new high-speed machi-

June 30, 2022, by completely waiving any programming

ne for baby pants attracted a lot of attention. Another

costs incurred.

highlight at each event was our Green Manta samples, in
which individual pads are packaged in paper envelopes

For details, please

to avoid plastic. Other environmentally friendly solutions

contact your

are under development and will be available both as new

W+D Service contact.

machines and as retrofits.

Cooperation with PCMC extended
Also new at these events was
the booth partnership with
PCMC and STAX Technologies, respectively, which, like
W+D, belong to the Barry-

P R A C T I C AL T I P

Wehmiller Group. We will also appear together at this
year‘s trade fairs in order to offer our joint customers

Today, longer machine downtimes for count changes

short distances to their contact persons. After Tissue

no longer meet market requirements. To reduce conver-

Paper jams can cause considerable damage to your

World and IDEA in March, we look forward to welcoming

sion times, W+D BICMA has also succeeded in develo-

machines under certain circumstances. Especially

you at MIAC, OUTLOOK and HYGIENIX in the fall under

ping a conversion kit for the quick-change unit of the

machines that produce large formats with high paper

the motto „O.N.E.“.

W+D 624.02 and W+D 624.03 machines in the course

grammage, such as the W+D 341, need a little more

of the new development of the W+D BICMA 624R,

attention here.

which meets the changed market requirements. The
W+D-stand at INDEX

advantages here are obvious:

Therefore, first check on your diverter plate below the
folding terminal station to see whether it is already

/ Increased productivity

protected with an initiator. If not, you can retrofit this

/ Quicker reaction to production changes

initiator and control it via a software extension that can

/ Preset quick-change unit that is easy to replace with a
few simple steps and tools
Your W+D BICMA contact will be happy to answer your
questions about this retrofit.

be imported by W+D via Remote Support. This retrofit
protects your machine from major damage and therefore from long production downtimes.
Please do not hesitate to contact our W+D Service
personnel.
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Chris Wilke is your new contact for discontinued com-

Ulrich Wald celebrates his 25th company anniversary

ponents at W+D North America. He will focus on up-

this year – we congratulate him! He began his appren-

grades, modifications and technical improvements

ticeship as a machinist at W+D in 1982 and then com-

(TIPs) of W+D envelope machines. Chris Wilke was a

pleted a degree in mechanical engineering in Koblenz,

maintenance manager at Leader Paper Products for ten

specializing in design engineering. He started his pro-

years before we welcomed him to W+D North America

fessional career in 1990 at PCMC as a design engineer

in July 2021.

in the area of wrapping machines for hygiene products

Since Chris Wilke likes to work with his hands and

and later moved to international sales.

restore vintage race cars, you can often find him in

When he returned to W+D in 1997, Ulrich

his workshop after work, where he also

Wald initially worked as a sales engineer

makes various components for this

and rose over the years to become the

hobby himself.

current Director Sales Hygiene Solutions at W+D, where he is responsible
for the field sales team.

Chris Wilke
Sales Executive II
W+D US Obsolescence Sales

W + D tr a d e fa ir pa rtici pati o n s

Visit us!

Hygiene Solutions
MIAC / October 12-14, 2022 / Lucca, Italy
OUTLOOK / October 19-21, 2022 / Malta (Hybrid)
Hygienix / November 14-17, 2022 / New Orleans, LA, USA

MAIL SOLUTIONS
Inkjet Summit / April 11-13, 2022 / Austin, TX, USA	
AMPLIFY / June 12-14, 2022 / Minneapolis, MN, USA
Printing United / October 19-21, 2022 / Las Vegas, NV, USA

Ulrich Wald
Director Sales
Hygiene Solutions

